In absence of an explicit judgment, action-specific effects still influence an action measure of perceived speed.
Action-specific effects, such as a fish appearing faster when it is harder to catch, have been primarily demonstrated using explicit perceptual judgments. These sorts of judgments rely on the cognitive or "what" visual pathway. An open question is whether action-specific effects also influence the action pathway. If fish look faster when the net is small, the net should be released earlier than when the net is big. Previously, this action measure was always paired with an explicit measure of fish speed, which is known to evoke the cognitive visual pathway. Here, net release time was examined without any explicit judgments. The action-specific effect of net size still emerged. Assuming net release time taps into the action pathway, the current studies provide support that action-specific effects occur within both the cognitive and action pathways, possibly because these effects operate on early visual processes prior to the split between the two pathways.